Evidence from laboratory animals suggests that certain rates of deposition of dust can slow the normal clearance of the lungs by macrophages. If this occurs in humans, then estimates of exposure or dose for epidemiologic models may be improved by explicitly incorporating this "overload" phenomenon into lung dose estimates. Using a model of dust overload, the authors estimated the lung dust dose for a group of workers exposed to silicon carbide dust. From a knowledge of underlying biologic mechanisms and using goodness of fit tests, the authors identified parameters for the dosimetric model that yielded dose estimates which fit the epidemiologic data well. The dosimetric estimates also compare favorably with cumulative exposure as risk predictors of radiographic evidence of pulmonary fibrosis. The evidence for overload is not strong, however, since the data are also consistent with other clearance patterns including very slow linear one-compartment clearance. Nevertheless, in some data sets, use of a dosimetric model instead of cumulative exposure to dust may reduce misclassification in exposure and improve fit to epidemiologic data. Furthermore, evidence of a better fit would provide valuable information about biologic mechanisms or aspects of dose such as the effect of short-term, high-intensity exposures. These in turn might provide information about prevention strategies such as standard setting. Am J Epidemiol 1995; 141:690-6 dust; occupational exposure; pulmonary fibrosis; silicon dioxide Researchers seeking to characterize the relations between environmental and occupational hazards and disease risk are increasingly able to benefit from recent improvements in the quality of the quantitative exposure data for their epidemiologic models. Quantitative exposure data hold the promise of greater sensitivity through reduced misclassification of exposure. However, it is not always clear how to summarize the lifetime exposure of a worker in an epidemiologic model. One solution to this problem is to use mathematical models to derive estimates of "dose" from exposure data. This approach has been advocated previously (1, 2), and in this paper we report an application to a group of silicon carbide workers examined cross-sectionally for evidence of pulmonary fibrosis.
Researchers seeking to characterize the relations between environmental and occupational hazards and disease risk are increasingly able to benefit from recent improvements in the quality of the quantitative exposure data for their epidemiologic models. Quantitative exposure data hold the promise of greater sensitivity through reduced misclassification of exposure. However, it is not always clear how to summarize the lifetime exposure of a worker in an epidemiologic model. One solution to this problem is to use mathematical models to derive estimates of "dose" from exposure data. This approach has been advocated previously (1, 2) , and in this paper we report an application to a group of silicon carbide workers examined cross-sectionally for evidence of pulmonary fibrosis.
The approach involves two separate modeling steps: in the first (dosimetric) step, a mathematical model estimates the tissue dose separately for each worker. In the second, an epidemiologic model characterizes the association between the disease outcome and the result of the dosimetric model for each worker.
The dosimetric model is based on the assumption that each milligram of material causes an increment in effect per unit of time it resides in the target tissue. Therefore the total effect is proportional to the total quantity of material present in the tissue integrated over its residence time in the tissue. For dusts in the lungs, the dose can be described by a toxicokinetic model of air concentration inhaled, deposition at the target tissue, and dust removal by clearance processes. The parameters of this model can be estimated with physiologic data from other studies or by fitting to epidemiologic data. This paper examines the process of using epidemiologic data to fit some of the parameters of a dosimetric model.
Description of the study group
We obtained data (also analyzed by Smith and others (3-5)) on 170 male workers from a Canadian facility producing silicon carbide. The workers mix petroleum coke, silica, and sawdust, bake the mixture in large furnaces for 36 hours, let the furnace cool, and then break the silicon carbide into large lumps with pneumatically powered chisels. Because of the contin-ual assembly, disassembly, and heating of the furnaces, the workers received exposure to silicon carbide dust, hydrocarbon fumes, SO 2 , and carbon monoxide throughout the workday. The process remained essentially the same over the 40 years during which this group was exposed.
Smith et al. retrospectively estimated the workers' exposures to dust based on individual work histories and average air concentrations as measured in each job and work area in 1980 (3). They also measured pulmonary function and took chest radiographs for each worker during a lung examination in 1980. Three National Institute for Occupational Safety and Healthcertified chest radiographic readers (B readers) interpreted each radiographic film according to the International Labor Organization (ILO) criteria for pneumoconioses (5) . Also available were age, height, and smoking status in 1980 and work histories for each worker from 1941 to 1980.
Dust overload
A variety of dusts are known to have toxic, noncarcinogenic effects on the lungs. Probably the most common mechanism of action is fibrogenesis, the basis of most of the classic pneumoconioses. The lungs have several defense mechanisms against the fibrogenesis resulting from prolonged dust exposure of which the most important is probably macrophage clearance. In the healthy lungs, macrophages can remove large quantities of deposited particles rapidly and with little apparent damage. Toxic dusts, such as silica and asbestos fibers, impede macrophage clearance through their inherent cytotoxicity. There is also some evidence, mostly from laboratory animals, that even "nontoxic" dusts may interfere with normal clearance if exposure is sufficiently intense (6, 7) . According to this hypothesis, dust clearance from the lungs is efficient while the quantity in the lungs is low ("low burden"). However, the clearance process has a limited capacity that can be reached at high lung burdens.
The phenomenon of "overload" occurs when the capacity of the clearance system is exceeded (overloaded) and further increases in burden do not increase clearance (6, 7) . During heavy exposure, the burden increases rapidly because the deposition rate of dust greatly exceeds the clearance rate of dust leaving the lungs. At low concentrations, clearance operates more efficiently, and lung burden may show an approximate equilibrium with exposure. Under this latter condition, cumulative exposure-the sum of average exposure intensities (e.g., annually) over the working lifetimewill be approximately proportional to the lung dose (3) . According to the overload hypothesis, macrophages become so heavily burdened at high concentrations of dust that they lose their ability to remove particles from the lungs. This is the point of overload. Researchers have found support for the overload hypothesis in experiments on rats exposed to diesel exhaust (8, 9) . Studies of chronic exposures to dust support the idea that particles may sequester in deep tissue compartments (such as lymph nodes or interstitial tissues) in such a way that the dust cannot be cleared from the body (8) (9) (10) . It has been suggested that particulates of high toxicity may cause overload sooner and at lower concentrations than do particulates of low toxicity (9, 10).
Smith models of lung deposition
Smith proposed two alternative dosimetric models, and in this paper their epidemiologic performance was compared with each other and with that of simple cumulative exposure. The first model consists of a set of simultaneous differential equations designed to represent the movement of dust through six lung compartments (figure 1) (4). Smith hypothesized that, in the specific case of silica, encapsulated dust would lead to fibrosis in a dose-dependent fashion. Parameter values for this model (10 in all) were estimated by extrapolation from published studies of laboratory animals. Smith showed that the dose of encapsulated dust predicted by this model was well correlated with the presence of radiographic opacities in the same data set used in the present investigation (4) .
In 1992, Smith proposed a second, simplified, onecompartment model to reflect the essential temporal dynamics involved in dust deposition and overload (1) 
where:
lung burden at the beginning of the time interval; duration of the time interval, 0.1 years in these calculations; time-weighted average (TWA) air concentration (mg/m ) during the time interval; volume of air (m 3 ) inhaled at work during the interval; fraction of insoluble, respirable particles deposited in the target area of the lung; and clearance rate during that time interval (yr" 1 ), which is defined as: k^/^ + Q); and fco = baseline clearance rate (yr *); and k^ = lung burden producing a 50 percent decline in the clearance rate (mg).
Following pharmacologic convention, k equals the natural logarithm of two divided by the half time of clearance of dust from the lungs. The difference equation will accurately reflect the continuous change in lung burden that would be obtained by solving the equivalent differential equation as long as the change in burden for any dt is less than 10 percent. In practice, the equation is solved repeatedly at each increment of dt, yielding a new value of C, that is essentially a sum of what remains of the burden in the previous interval after clearance has acted upon it, plus the contribution to burden from the fraction of exposure in the current interval that reaches the target tissue.
Hattis and Silver found that the one-compartment Smith model fit well to data on rats and humans exposed to diesel exhaust or cobalt particulates (D. Hattis and K. Silver, Ashford Associates, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts, unpublished report submitted to the Laborers' Health and Safety Fund, April 1, 1992) . It correctly predicted instances of overload and fit the data better than more complicated models (12) .
The one-compartment model has two unknown parameters, &", and fco, which one can estimate either from published animal and human data, or by an empirical fit to epidemiologic data. Both approaches were used here. Smith estimated &Q to have a value of 0.84/year (based on Bohning's estimate of 0.82 years for the normal half-time of clearance in humans (13)). However, there was considerable individual variation in clearance among the 11 human subjects used in this long-term study of inert dust clearance, so that a wide range of &o values are consistent with the data. By scaling from the burden of diesel particulates that triggers overload in rats (7), Smith estimated k m to be about 184 mg. These parameter values, k$ = 0.84 yr" 1 and J^ = 184 mg, were assumed to be the "best guess" values in these investigations, while a process of iterative fitting, described below, was used to identify "best fir" values of these same parameters.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
A difference equation was constructed describing the simpler Smith model (equation 1) and using a wide range of values of the unknown parameters A^ and k^. Changing values for k m and /^ in the equation allowed us to calculate a dose metric representing different assumptions about the overload process. The fraction of inhaled dust that deposits in the respiratory tract,/ d , was estimated to be a constant 20 percent, while the ventilation rate for each worker, /, was estimated to be 20.8 liter/minute for all subjects over all time. These assumptions affect the absolute values of the resulting dose estimates; however, because they were held constant for all study subjects and over the entire time period, they have no effect on the relative epidemiologic performance (goodness of fits or magnitude of effect estimate) of the dose metrics.
For each member of the study group, an estimate of the annual mean concentration of respirable dust (mg/ m 3 ) was available for all years of employment. Each worker's exposure history (ranging from 1 to 40 years) was used to estimate the annual burden of dust in the lungs from the start of employment until 1980 (the year in which chest radiographic examinations were performed). The annual burdens from the start of employment until 1980 were summed for each worker to estimate the dose of dust in the lungs. If there is no lag or latency period between exposure and appearance of radiographic evidence of fibrosis, then this dose (gram-years) should be proportional to risk of radiographic opacities. However, if one assumes that some time transpires between exposure and response, then one might wish to lag the dose. Lags of 5 and 10 years were investigated. 
Data used in epidemiologic models
In the epidemiologic models, smoking status was dichotomized into "never smoked" (0) and "ever smoked" (1) , and the scores of radiogTaphic opacities were collapsed into "none" (ILO scores of 0/0) or "any profusion" (ILO scores of 0/1 or greater). To create an epidemiologic model for the risk of developing radiographic opacities, logistic regression was used to estimate the change in the odds of radiographic opacities found by contrasting various levels of exposure or a dose metric to the lowest category of exposure or dose metric.
The exposure data were highly skewed, with a large number of workers receiving relatively low cumulative exposures. When either cumulative exposure or dose metric was used as a continuous variable, goodness of fit statistics were poor, and logarithmic transformations did not improve the fits appreciably. This is a common problem in logistic regression models with highly right skewed independent variables. To avoid this problem, the exposure or dose variable in the logistic regression models was categorized into thirds (i.e., cutpoints at the 33.3 and 66.7 percentiles).
When exposures were lagged, workers who began employment less than 5 or 10 years before the medical survey had no exposure. When exposure was lagged by 10 years, 78 workers (46 percent) had zero exposure, while 14 (8 percent) had zero exposure with a lag of 5 years. For the 10-year lagged data, the division into thirds had to be accomplished differently to accommodate these no exposure workers. The members of the no exposure group (n = 78) became the low exposure (reference) category, and the remainder were equally divided into the medium and high categories (n = 46 in each).
Preliminary analyses including both smokers (n = 132) and nonsmokers (n = 38) showed that smoking status strongly modifies the effect of exposure or dose. However, with such a small data set and, in particular, very few nonsmokers, it was difficult to obtain stable estimates for risk or for the interaction between smoking and risk on each of three levels of a trichotomized exposure or dose variable. As a result, analyses were restricted to the 132 smokers and excluded considerations of effect modification. Logistic regression models that estimated the risk of radiographic opacities among smokers and used only trichotomized cumulative exposure or dose as predictors consistently showed good fits to the data. After controlling for exposure, age was not found to be an important predictor of risk of radiographic opacities. All study subjects were male. Goodness of fit was evaluated in the logistic regression models with the log likelihood statistic. The relative odds of radiographic opacities at the three dose levels were calculated repeatedly with dose metrics based on different values of k^ and k m spread across a grid of values (figure 2). The resulting surface of values for error log likelihood represented the relation between ICQ and k m and the goodness of fit of the logistic model. We generated such a surface for unlagged estimates of dose (figure 2) and for doses with lags of 5 or 10 years (data not shown). One can compare the log likelihoods of nested models: the difference in two log likelihoods has a chi-squared distribution and, with 2 df (Ic^, k^, the chi-squared statistic for an a level of 0.95 is ^6.0.
RESULTS
Of the 170 workers in the study group, 100 (58.8 percent) developed radiographic opacities. Of the 132 workers who smoked, 84 (63.6 percent) developed radiographic opacities. The mean number of years worked was 14.4; the median was 9.5, and the range was 1.2-40 years. Ten percent of the group worked 35 or more years. A large number of workers (approximately 25 percent) worked between 5 and 10 years, and the rest of the workers were evenly distributed across time periods. Their cumulative exposure to dust had a mean of 8.7, a median of 7.0, and a range of 0.3-36.8 mg/m 3 years. Dividing the median cumulative exposure by the median time worked yielded a median population exposure of about 0.7 mg/m 3 of silicon-respirable dust. The workers varied in age from 20 to 64 years. About 40 percent of the workers fell between the ages of 25-35, about 25 percent were over 50, and there were relatively few workers between the ages of 40-45 years. Thus, the population had a bimodal age distribution that perhaps reflects hiring practices at different time periods.
Changing k m and ^ produced widely varying estimates of lung dose (mg-years) of silicon carbide (table 1). As ICQ decreased (i.e., half-life increased), the mean estimated dose increased. Thus, at a low baseline clearance, a significant amount of dust was estimated to accumulate in the lungs. Also, as /^ decreased, the mean dose increased. A small k m implies that the macrophages quickly reach overload, clearance slows, and dust rapidly accumulates in the lungs.
The goodness of fit statistics resulting from models with varying values of k m and k$ can be summarized as a surface plot: the x and y dimensions of the plot represent alternative values of the two unknown parameters, and the values on the surface are the log likelihoods for models based on particular values of k m and / CQ (figure 2). Thus, for example, the value 84.5 in the upper right-hand corner of figure 2 is the log likelihood that results from fitting a logistic model with dose metrics based on the hypothesis that k m = 184 and Jfcp = 3.5. In these data, this surface was fairly "flat"; that is, the best fitting (minimum) and worst fitting • Baseline clearance rate (yr-1 ). t Lung burden estimated to cause a 50% decline in the clearance rate (mg).
$ SD, standard deviation.
Lagging the dose metric by 5 or 10 years had several effects. Goodness of fit improved for all dose metrics and for cumulative exposure. For example, dose metrics estimated with k m = 10 mg, ^ = 0.01 yr" 1 yielded logistic regression models with log likelihoods of 76.3 (5-year lag) and 75.5 (10-year lag). However, the lagged exposure data also yielded a much "flatter" goodness of fit surface; with a lag of 10 years, the goodness of fit values only varied from 75.7 (the best fit ) to 77.1. Cumulative exposure yielded an intermediate goodness of fit.
Regardless of lag, the pattern of log likelihood values was consistent: dose metrics with the lowest values of k m and fcg fit the data best and larger values of k m and k^ fit worse.
The L-shaped region of better fits yielded strong measures of association between dose and risk of radiographic opacities. The goodness of fit resulting from the one-compartment dosimetric model with better fitting values of k m and k^ (table 2) is somewhat better than that which results from use of the "best guess" values of the parameters (table 3 -difference in log likelihood = 4.8, p = 0.09), while the odds ratio for high exposure compared with low exposure is considerably larger in the former than in the latter model (8.0 vs. 3.4). Cumulative exposure also yielded substantially lower risk estimates than the better fitting model (table 4) .
The six-compartment dosimetric model, with parameter values estimated from the published literature, yielded risk estimates and a goodness of fit similar to the one compartment model with better fitting values of *o and k m (table 5) .
Overall, the models with the better fits were also the models with the highest odds ratio, and the converse was also true. In other words, models with poorer fits t Lung burden estimated to cause a 50% decline in the clearance rate. * These values of the dosimetric model parameters were chosen based on a review of published studies on experimental human and animal dust exposure studies (see text). This table shows the results of a logistic regression using these parameter values and dividing the study subjects into three subgroups of equal size based on individual dose estimates.
t Baseline clearance rate. A k 0 of 0 84 corresponds to a clearance half-time of 300 days.
t Lung burden estimated to cause a 50% decline in the clearance rate. showed lower odds ratios. At a very large k m and short half-life (1 year or less), the models estimated dose metrics that were very similar to cumulative exposure. However, these models and cumulative exposure do not fit the data as well as do other combinations of k m and ICQ. The model that was similar to cumulative exposure (in terms of magnitude of effect estimators and goodness of fit) was far from the models with the best fits on the response surface for error log likelihood (figure 2). When the lag was longer, the fit was better and the odds ratio was higher. However, since fewer workers have long durations of employment, models with long lags were based on very small numbers and were correspondingly less precise.
DISCUSSION
We used a previously published one-compartment model to estimate the dose received by the lungs from a given exposure to respirable dust in a silicon carbide processing facility. By varying two parameters that alter the assumed rate and behavior of lung clearance in this model, we were able to generate and compare a variety of dose estimates. Although these differences were not striking, models for the risk of radiographic opacities varied somewhat in their goodness of fit depending on the values of the parameters chosen.
The possibility of comparing many alternative models, each the result of a different set of biologic assumptions, raises certain methodologic issues: How should the "best" model be chosen? Is the best model the one with the largest relative risk, the best statistical agreement with the data, or the one selected on the basis of prior knowledge? In a recent paper, one of us (D. K.) argued that goodness of fit along with other, nonquantitative criteria such as biologic plausibility and generalizability should be used in choosing the best model (2). Salvan has also supported the use of a goodness of fit criterion and provided examples where the model with the better fit to the data does not yield the highest risk estimate (14) . In the present study, biologic considerations were used to guide the selection of a model structure, and goodness of fit was used to choose among alternative values of the model parameters.
In our reanalysis of data for the silicon carbide workers, we found that models assuming large values of k m and fcg (e.g., k m of 10 4 mg and k^ of 3.5 yr" 1 ) consistently had the same behavior as cumulative exposure (i.e., the same values for odds ratios and error log likelihoods). However, models with lower values of k m and ICQ had better fits to the radiographic data and yielded higher risk estimates. Thus, with certain data sets, one may be able to distinguish between dose estimates that behave statistically much as cumulative exposure and other doses that behave differently.
For the better fitting models, the risks for radiographic opacities generated by the one-compartment model were similar to those generated by a much more complex six-compartment model.
These data, as modeled by Smith and ourselves, do not provide strong evidence for the existence of an overload phenomenon. Actually, the better fitting models, while spread over a wide range of values of and k m , all yielded quite similar dose metrics and were consistent with a linear rate of clearance from a single compartment with a very long half-time (perhaps decades). This becomes clear when one considers the pattern in better fitting models (figure 2): They have low values of k^, regardless of k m , or low values of k m , regardless of ICQ. A low value of either parameter produced a similar result: If ICQ, the background or initial clearance rate, was low, then the effective clearance rate was very slow, regardless of where k m was set. If k m , the burden necessary to produce overload, was small, this implied that a worker's lungs would have rapidly become overloaded and effective clearance would again become quite slow. Thus, slow clearance, rather than overload, appears to be the more likely mechanism supported by these data.
The support these particular data provide for slow clearance rather than either overload or a cumulative exposure metric cannot be considered strong because the differences in fit between alternative models was small. Only the best and worst fitting models differed importantly in fit from each other. Perhaps this is not surprising given the very small size of the study population. However, the deposition models considered here may be fundamentally difficult to distinguish from one another as they are all essentially cumulative processes with duration of exposure a common and important contributor to all three. Recent simulation studies suggest that 1) certain underlying biologic mechanisms may be more readily distinguished with epidemiologic techniques than others; and 2) cumulative processes that are well correlated with duration of exposure are difficult, in particular, to distinguish with these methods (15) .
We combined statistical and biologic theory to identify better dosimetric models. Although the evidence is not strong, these toxicokinetic models may improve upon cumulative exposure as an estimate of risk. This study used cross-sectional data only. It would be interesting to test out the fit of a dose metric on longitudinal data and to experiment with nonlinear doseresponse relations. In certain cases, use of a dose metric instead of cumulative exposure may predict individual and population risks more accurately and reduce misclassification by exposure. This in turn may lead to better strategies for prevention of disease.
